Fates Haven Trilogy Box Set

The Fates Haven Trilogy Box set combines
Fates Haven, The Enemy Within, and Sins
of the Father into a single collection. 350
years have passed since The Great War
began. Haven was built to be the savior of
mankind. But now, Gabriel sees it as a
desolate crypt. A place where hope is lost.
Gabriel never had faith of stepping foot on
Earth. He accepted his fate: to die within
Havens walls. But when Gabriel stumbles
upon Havens darkest secret - a secret
buried beneath death and lies - everything
changes. Freedom is just within his grasp.
He must decide if the illusion of safety is
worth sacrificing a chance of reaching
Earth or if it is more important to risk his
life on the faint hope of freedom. A single
decision thrusts Gabriel into a struggle
where he meets Bishop and Varia, two
prisoners of an on-going war. Bishop is
missing his memories. Theyve been
replaced by something known to him as
The Void. He craves answers. Answers he
believes involve Gabriel. With Gabriels
help, the final battle is on the horizon.
Hunted and eager to fight back, Varia has
vowed to destroy her captors no matter the
personal cost.
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